development, the government has been an important element to regulate business activities while protecting its citizen's internest in form of legal instruments, including Indonesia.
Leaping forth to the 21 century, Australia dan New Zealand has long kept a vigilant eye for ASEAN's market potential to provide resources and market their goods. This led to the formation of AANZFT A draft as one of the most comprehensive agreements to be concluded between non ASEAN countries and ASEAN. In short, the agreement encompasses goods and services trade, electronic transaction (e-transaction), freedom of movements, investment issues, economic cooperations, dispute resolution mechanisms and procedures regarding customs, sanitation and phyto-sanitation including actions, standards and technicalities, intellectual property issues, dispute resolution mechanism and Singapore issues (new issues).2
Since the beginning of its discussion on November 2009, AANZFT A has received numerous comments from various parties. 3 The pros supported this decision by stating more good than harm will come from this agreement include a potential for bigger markets with less or even no tariffs at all. Business scopes may well be integrated into a globally scaled and evolving supply line; the enactment of a consistent and transparent procedure will definitively support business and transaction activities, especially considering that Australia, New Zealand and ASEAN has had an interconnected business activity for quite some time.
Economic experts predicted that the presence of AANZT A will increase the business relations intensity among nations. Notably, the elements of AANZFTA possess a clear and futuristic vision, one that deliver ASEAN to a new phase in external relationship and internal integration as a regional organization powerful and stable enough in the South East Asian region. Investors will also reap the advantage of AANZFT A agreement regarding trade liberalization and protection in form of a definite investment rules, less investment barriers and a just dispute resolution mechanism that may apply regionally.4
On the other hand, defense against the AANZFT A stated that it will only open for a thorough liberalization for the depressed national economy, showing that the government would prefer to bow before foreign interest. If so, it would simply be a matter of time before the consumers are attracted to cheaper foreign goods, eventually dispatching local businesses one at a time.
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Even so, the Indonesian government represented by the Trade Minister, along with several ASEAN, Australian and New Zealand trade ministers had decided to sign the agreement on the 28 th of February 2009, during the 14th ASEAN summit in Hua Hin city, near Thailand. Truthfully, the agreement was designated to be signed on December 2008, but had seen repeated delays due to dispute from ASEAN members on the schedule for tariff lifting until the 27 th ofFebruari 2009. Australia's intention was to expand in Indonesia's automotive products while New Zealand has been a long term advocate of a liberal market for dairy and beef products. Based on the agreement above, Indonesia will finally committed to open most of her markets including the three mentioned above by expecting a similar profitable return.
Along with the signing of the agreement, AANZFT A was perceived as a bear trap by developed countries to sway developing countries into the so called globalization issue. As a main weapon, it is uncommon for Indonesia's trading partner to put forward the promises of trade liberalization and investment in a wide array of agreements and economic cooperation whether in bilateral and multilateral forums such as the Japan Indonesia Economic Agreement (JIEPA), ASEAN Economic Community (AEC), North American Free Trade Agreement dan the World Trade Agreement. The most prominent examples in these agreements started by phased eliminati6n of tariff barriers, trade barriers, investment barriers and special protection for foreign investors.
In line with the protesters of the free trade agreement, the Indonesian Chamber of Commerce/Kamar Dagang dan Industri (Kadin) and Indonesian Trade AssociationlAsosiasi Perdagangan Indonesia (Apindo) argued that Indonesia has no clear explicit benefit from the agreement, save for a capable legal instrument to protect her national industry from hordes of various foreign products, especially from Australia and New Zealand such as beef, . 6 cotton, coal and dairy products.
As an information, the author believes that AANZFTA should be viewed in a moderate manner by regarding possible future consequences for states to formulate national policies, since it is related with Indonesia's economic adaptability. Undoubtedly that economic globalization will bring forth a legal system globalization since the effect substantially affects various law instruments and even going transnational at an incredible speed.
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II. Issues
This article would like to view the state of Indonesia' s economic sovereignty post the signing of AANZFTA agreement containing mechanism dispute resolution clauses which should be abided by the government and how would the agreement affect the national economic stability from a business law perspective.
III. Discussion
A. The Philosophical Foundation for Indonesia's National Economy
At glance, the government bears the responsibility to sustain the economy and improve public welfare as accorded in Article 33 (1) of the 1945 Constitution clearly stating that the national economy is governed based on the principle of a democratic economy with the principle of communal efficiency, justice, sustainability, independence and by considering the balance of improvement and national economic unity.
Article 34 (2) of the 1945 Constitution further elaborates that state develops a social security system for all of its citizen and empower the poor and unfortunates in accordance with humanitarian values.
Article 34 of the 1945 Constitution was established by her founders as a mean to faithfully conduct the duties of state to protect its constituents economy, which will in effect increase the national welfare, ideally targeting the lower tier of the society to prevent social clash.
Ifwe were to observe Indonesia' process to her independence, the development process is an inherent part of the evolution to enhance the nation's spirit (volkgeist), which includes a legal process as an indigenous expression of the national culture, history of a people as expressed in their spirit and product of collective conscience. Djojonegoro commented the similar perspective on this issue since he . stated the necessity for government to attend the development process seriously as a way to transform the society onto a better life. 8 Arising from some of the theories above, the writer took a hypothesis that theoretically the development process in every sector, especially the economic sector, tends to rejuvenate the people's participation. The participation should be assisted with the increase of employment opportunities (for the people) and the benefits enjoyed by as much people as possible. But of course the development in theory could not deattach itself from the historical, social and cultural aspect which demands balance between person and environment (requiring interdependence process in the end). In part, (economic) development emphasizes on a democratic and not economic approach, since by doing so will promote society's participation in accordance with the living values in the society, whether in the development process or reaping the benefit. This kind of model would be suitable to be combined with the democratic realm of Indonesians, keeping in mind with the pluralistic traits of Indonesian history and culture that has bonded them for many centuries. down the trade barriers, the Kiwi country is set to export 99% of its products within 12 years time to the 4 countries. Experts feared that developing countries would be helpless to resist the onslaught since there has been no special rights agreed upon, especially to protect its cultural sovereignty, during or after the agricultural import fee has been eliminated. Some of the impacts of AANZFT A to Indonesia among others: 10 1. Indonesia will eliminate its import tariff on powdered milk, ice cream and cheese from Australia and New Zealand by 2011 until 2020; 2. Indonesia will also eliminate its import tariff on meat and wool simultaneously (each at 2012 until 2020 and 2010). Malaysia had opted to grant a free access "locked in" status to New Zealand on meat and wool, meaning that Malaysia is prohibited from raising prices one-sidedly without New Zealand's approval; 3. In the forestry sector, Indonesia will eliminate its import tariff between 2012-2020 for fiber board and paper products. 4. Regarding horticultural sector, Indonesia will eliminate import tariffs for fruits and vegetables. Some of them include apple, kiwi and onions which is predicted to be in effect on 2010. 5. Indonesia agreed to lay down its enforcement on local contents to imported machineries from Australia and New Zealand so that they may utilize a Completely Built Up (CBU) mechanism on products such as electrical tools, stativ converters, air conditioners, commercial refrigerators, toys, roadway construction equipment and billboards. Indonesia is also commited to eliminate the tariff products mentioned above from 15% to none at all from 2010 until 2013.
Despite AANZFT A effort to provide tariff elimination mechanism for certain import products, there are also excluded groups which is out of the ring. At this case, the products will be reduced based on tariff rate quota system or based on the Most Favoured Nation treatment. An example of this product is wine, seafood and steel, which the total estimated transaction reaches up to 15 million USD.
c. Indonesia's Action Relating to AANZFTA Import Policies According to the international law theory, a state may choose between 2 types of policies in abiding an international agreement The first theory would be the voluntarism theory in which the state agrees to abide an international agreement when it has signed the agreement. Followers of this agreement are America and England as common law states since their legal source was not based on acts but more to the . I I II unWrItten aw or gent eman agreement. The second theory would be the objective theory stating that a state shall not directly abide an international agreement, if not without according its national law. European Continental states such as Dutch and Indonesia rely on a written law basis as the maind source in managing a policy. An international law without the extension of a written law would only possess a moral value without any binding authorities. 12 Oppenheim-Lauterpacht supported the latter theory stating that a government should be sovereign, meaning that a free authority out of foreign influence to decide actions in te national or international realm. 13 
D. AANZFTA's Effectiveness Within the International Law
In analyzing the effectiveness of AANZFT A agreement in Indonesia, one should firstly observe the law policies being used. Dualism derives from the theory that states have the right to decide whether to accept or refuse an international law product in the national law and international law is considered to be 2 different realm. 14
Dualisme
Dualism elaborates its standing based on the following conditions: 15 a. The system reflects on the standing that national law and international law comes from a different source. Whilst the national law emerged from the state's (people) intent the international law refers to the communal will of states as member of the international society; b. The subject of national law, whether in common law or criminal law involves individual and business entities, while the international law tends to point at states as subject; c. The legal institution in the national level (Indonesia) consists of the legislative, judicative and executive authorities with their distinct functions, while the international law is comprised on many different bodies and often hard to discern as a legal entity. d. Basically, even though an international agreement had been agreed upon or violated by a state, the effect would not apply immediately to the perpetrator. This belief supported the thesis that the national law stands on a more solid ground than international law which merely "floats" on agreements.
Malenovsky argued that the international law and the national law are two completely different and separate systems, based not only on the jurisdiction and law enforcement entities but also legal sources and subjects.
Fitzmaurice held out his theorem on monism system by the name of "Fitzmaurice Compromise" to compare the two legal systems with the relations of two sovereign states. In case of conflict between both systems, a rule to arrange those conflicts will emerge to explain of how the problem may be settled according to the national court law of procedure. It is then when he opinionated that, "it is useless for scholars to ramble about international law supremacy in the international realm since the supremacy itself arise from the fact of its monocular presence there. The supremacy was not borne from the content of the agreement, but from the type of the agreement".
To sum up his opinion, he stated that the national law instruments mayor may not declare that an international agreement is at a higher level but the results will still be decided by according to the nationallaw. 16 
Monism
According to Dixon, the national and international law are two similar components from a singular entity recognized as "law". The singularity arise from the reason where "national" and "international" version are manifestation at most. It is to his opinion that the international law should be placed on a higher position, which draw fire from several experts.
Hans Kelsen (a monist-positivist) opened the debate by viewing the international law supremacy as a direct consequence of its "basic norm" to layout its legal instruements. This basic norm is about "hoe states should act as they have acted based on customs over the century". As impact, the international law represents a higher law since it derives from the practice done by states and extracted from their national practice. 17 Lauterpacht continued the argumentation by praising international law as of a higher form since it offers a universal warrant from individual rights. States itself, according to him, are a group of individuals rather than a legal entity in its capacity. Perhaps this is due to the monist naturalist influence of his studies that appraised the international law supremacy from the natural law perspective that natural law should reside on the top of the pyramid, followed by international law and then naturallaw.
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The diverse opinion above being accumulated possess similar basic monistic value which considers that national and international law domiciles within the same group of law hierarchy and demanding a systematic norm based on scale priority to uphold the posItIOn of international law to a higher place. It is to this belief that the national law should come after the international law based on the delegation of authority from international law.
On reality, both of this theory was applied by states in determining the effectiveness of international law according to their respective practices. Indonesia herself adopts dualism approach in accommodating international law by referring to the law system inherited from the Dutch colonial government.
The drafting and signing of international agreements between the Indonesian government with other states, international organizations and other subjects of international law is deemed a very important occasion since it binds the state with other subjects of international law thus requiring the due process of law.
E. Indonesia's Legal Instrument For International Agreement
To date, Indonesia relies on Law No. 24 Year 2000 on Treaties to elaborate on the authorities of conducting an international agreement. The law is an extension of article I I of the 1945 Constitution stating that the presiden has the authority to conduct international agreement with the approval from the House of Representatives.
The stages of ratifying an international agreement based on the elucidation of Law No. 24 Year 2000 is divided into 4 categories, which is:
1. Ratification process: the state which is a party to the agreement signs the international agreement; 2. Accesion: state party which is a member of the international agreement decided not to sign the international agreement; 3. Acceptance or Approval: the phase of accepting the text of agreement which has been drafted and agreed upon by the parties in terms of an international agreement or its amendment; In accepting an international agreement, the signing process does not, in conclusion may be lawfully interpreted as a binding relation between · state parties. The main stream used according to the Indonesian law would be to assimilate in a form of national law instruments by way of ratification, even though according to article 9 and 10 of Law No. 24 Year 2000, some cases self-executing agreements may be approved. A Indonesian government representative with the purpose of signing an international agreement in or for the state to be bound by the agreement would require a Full Powers, except for Presidents and Ministers. Other exceptions would be if the representative were to sign an international agreement regarding technical cooperations as an execution from the already applicable agreement or whose matter is within the scope of a state institution, whether department or non department.
The ratification of an international agreement chronologically is based on joint agreement between both parties and is usually applicable after the ratification procedures have been fulfilled according to the national law which is in form of a law or presidential decree. Sim
The international agreement that does not require ratification in its application usually denotes technical issuance or consists of technical guidelines for the main agreement. This kind of international agreement may apply directly after the signing or exchange of documents/diplomatic notes or other methods agreed by both parties.
Agreements that enter this category, among others, include issues such as education, social, cultural, tourism, health information, agricultural, forestry or cooperation between provinces and cities. The international agreement will start to apply and bind the parties after accomplishing the stated regulations within the agreement.
Observing the case of AANZFTA, in which Indonesia has become a state party and also to sign the agreement, it is clearly stated: The clause has clearly defined the commitment of all state parties, including Indonesia to stop the flow of tariff elimination concerning free trade. How will Indonesia counter the possible negative impact cause by the AANZFTA? Based on the dualism system, which Indonesia proposes, the AANZFTA will have to be promulgated in a national law that specifically mentions its ratification by the government. As an analogy, since Indonesia has ratified the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change at 21 Observing the agreement, the AANZFTA's purpose is to expand a medium scaled global economy on trade and investrnen issues which condones to neoliberal economy theory. As a modified version and mixture between liberalism and capitalism, the theory marks the end of influence competition between liberalism-capitalism vs. socialismcommunism during the cold war era which was won by the liberal side.
19 The victorious ideology then became the backbone of political economy movement by western countries and soon was interpreted to globalization and neoliberal side.
After the end of the cold war, the world was enveloped by an almost Unitarian ideology which is the neoliberal ideology as a political, economical, societal and cultural reference globally. The situation is knowledgeable since there was only one dominant ideology as a reference for interpretation on every aspect and the tendency of its enforcement to developing countries.
States would be persuaded to believe that they have gone way to deep in interfering with private life, inhibiting the people's effort to gain prosperity in an optimal manner. Therefore what the government should do is reduce their part in the political-economy and attend to the market mechanism to that the "wise invincible hands" may automatically regulate and create prosperity for the society. Liberal economy first theory was first voiced by Adam Smith stating that free market was the best option to support the economic growth of a nation. The idea then supported free enterprise and free competition system, which was meant as the freedom for capitalists to generate profits in an unlimited manner. As a trend, liberal economy spread like wild fire across America and most European countries from 1800 to the early 1990s.
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Destined to be a new variant of economic liberal movement, neoliberalism was born to rival the Keynesian economy system that has dominated the West for more than 30 years. The oil crises that started at the end of 1973 generated an economic recession, unemployment, inflation of more than 20% in several countries and even dragged Third world countries to a critical state since they were unable to pay their debt. Since that time, capitalistic countries viewed the Keynesian doctrine as a failure to the solution and even as the cause of the crisis. John Maynard Keynes, the advocate of this theory declared that government and central banks to hold part in the economy to create a full employment opportunity. However, some capitalist faction was inspired to revive the liberal economy belief since they assumed that government intervention in the economy would diminish their opportunity to gain profit. This idea soon became as the "new" or "neo" liberal system adopted by numerous countries. 22 
IV. Conclusion
The enactment of an international agreement in Indonesia is based on either a law or presidential decree. Under the law it requires an approval from the House of Representatives, while under the presidential decree category, it would only require a notice to the House of Representatives.
The enactment of an international agreement is based on a law when concerning with: 3. sovereignty or sovereign rights of a state; 4. human rights and the environment; 5. the formation of a new legal norm (Law making Treaty); 6. foreign loans and/or grants-aid.
Within the function an authority mechanism, the House of Representatives may inquire answers or reasoning from the government concerning the international agreement. If it is deemed harmful to the national interest, the House may ask the government to cancel the international agreement in accordance with Law No. 24 Year 2000, or politically refuse to assimilate it into a law, according to Article 9 (1) and (2) of the law stating that:
(1) Ratification of a treaty by the Government of the Republic of Indonesia shall be conducted provided it is required by the treaty.
(2) Ratification of a treaty as referred to in paragraph (1) shall be conducted by way of a law or a presidential decree.
Therefore the effectiveness of an international agreement to the international law does not follow automatically since Indonesia viewed the national and international law as 2 different and separate system between one another.
The birth of neoliberalism is unavoidable from the existence of Capitalism as an ideology. As a character, neo liberalism is based on "liberty" and emphasizes on "individual interest", operating economic activities according to the nature's law. English Philosopher, Herbert Spencer viewed survival of the fittest as a fundamental principle within the Capitalistic system.
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As consequence, the econmy runs by trampling on the weak and facilitating the strong (capital owners) to focus on resource allocation, along with market monopoly to capital owners.
Relating to the reviews above, the critic may not be justifiable as a whole, since. it seems as if the neoliberal economy system has no social sense. However, it may be true due to the fact that the liberals refused to take part in extending the social collective network already established by the government.
Indonesia has ratified the AANZFTA agreemen on February 2009 as the beginning of free trade era from and to the Indonesia. The government should use the deadline provided until 2010 to consider the necessary legal actions to protect the national economic interest, which will then be drafted in the national law as a mean for protection against the AANZFT A.
